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Akstract--A numerical method is presented for the solution of the one-dimensional Stefan problem. 
Numerical results are presented for examples with straight and curved moving boundary trajectories. 
1. THE STEFAN PROBLEM 
A Stefan problem is a nonlinear initial boundary-value problem with a moving boundary whose 
position is determined as part of the solution. The Stefan problem describes many physical 
processes. Examples include the melting of ice (or the freezing of water), the crystallization of 
metals and the evaporation of droplets (see Wilson et al. [1]). 
We consider the one-dimensional, one-phase Stefan problem. This consists of finding the 
space-time curve S(t) along which the interface moves, satisfying the initial-value problem 
S( t )~t  = -d:v(S( t ) , t ) ,  t >O, 
s(0) = 0. 
Here v(z, t) is the function satisfying the diffusion equation 
with initial condition 
and with boundary conditions 
O,v=vO~v, O<~z<~S(t), 
v(z, 0)= 0, O<<.z<~S(t ) ,  
av(O,t)+bO.v(O,t)=c (at z=0) ,  
v(S( t ) , t )=O (at z =S(t)),  
where a, b and c may be smooth functions of t. 
Introduce a change of variable 
x = z - S ( t ) ,  
where x denotes the distance from the interface. With this change of variable, the above initial-value 
and initial, boundary-value problem may be written as 
= --c3xv(0, t), t > 0. 
s(0) = 0, 
where v(x, t) satisfies 
Otv -- S(t)Oxv = vO2v, - S(t) <~ x <~ O, 
v(x, 0) = 0, - S(t) <<, x <~ 0, 
av( -S ( t ) ,  t )+bOxv( -S ( t ) , t )=c  (at x = -S ( t ) ) ,  
v(0, t )=0 (at x=0) .  
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE RANDOM CHOICE METHOD 
The random choice method was introduced by Glimm [2] for the construction of solutions of 
systems of nonlinear hyperbolic onservation laws. The random choice method was developed 
for hydrodynamics by Chorin [3-5] and further developed by Colella [6], Glaz and Liu [7], and 
Sod [8-13]. 
This version of the random choice method decomposes a general flow field into normal modes 
which consist of elementary waves for equation (3) with v = 0, 
O,v -- S(t)O~v = 0, (7) 
and steady waves for equation (3). In essence, the method is the random choice method using 
piecewise steady-state profiles rather than piecewise constant profiles. 
The homogeneous part of equation (3) given by equation (7) is hyperbolic, and in steady-state 
equation (3) reduces to the ordinary differential equation 
-S( t )Oxv = vO~v. 
We shall use the steady-state equation obtained by omitting the advection term in equation (3) 
(see Sod [11] for details), 
o~v =0. (8) 
Divide time into intervals of length k and the interval -S ( t )  <<. x <<. 0 into subintervals of length 
h. Let u7 and S" approximate the solutions v(ih, nk) and S(nk), respectively, to equations (1)-(6). 
Clearly, if S(t) > 0 then the number of grid points in the interval - S(t)  ~ x <<. 0 will increase with 
time. Furthermore, at any time t = nk the interface may not coincide with a grid point. This does 
not pose a problem to the method and will be discussed in detail in Section 4. 
Given the approximate solution u7 for each grid point O<<.i<~I. and S", with 
I.h ~< S" < (I. + 1)h, for some integer I., consider the sequence of two-point boundary-value 
problems, one for each interval [ih, (i + 1)h] 
O]v~=O, ih <~x <~(i + l)h, (9a) 
v~(ih ) = uT, (9b) 
v~((i + l)h) = uT+ ,. (9c) 
Rather than considering the Cauchy problem (7) with initial conditions 
we consider the equation 
v(x, nk) = v~(x), 
O,v - .¢(nk )Oxv = O, 
with pieeewise constant initial conditions 
where 
ih <~ x <~ (i + l)h, 
nk <~ t <~ (n + l)k, (10) 
(12) 
that is, v~(x) sampled at the midpoint of the interval [ih, (i + l)h]. This system (10)-(12) defines 
a sequence of Riemann problem that are centered at the actual grid points ih. 
The Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) condition (see Sod [13]) for equation (7) is 
h 
k <~ 2-~,  nk <<. t <<. (n + l)k. 
" +u7 
Ui+l  71 ~ $ • ui+l/2- vi((t + 1/2)h = 2 ' 
v(x, nk) = u7+,/2), ih <~ x ~ (i + 1)h, (11) 
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In the case of (the linearized) equation (10), the CFL conditions becomes 
h 
k <~ 2-2-2~(nk)" 
The CFL condition guarantees that the interface will not move more than h/2 units in k units 
of time. 
If the CFL condition is satisfied then the individual waves generated by the individual Riemann 
problems, one for each grid point ih, will not interact. Hence, the solutions to the different Riemann 
problems can be combined by superposition i to a single exact solution, denoted by v'(x, t), defined 
for nk <~ t <~ (n + 1)k. 
Let ~, denote an equidistributed random (or quasi-random) variable in the interval ( -  1/2, 1/2) 
(see Chorin [3, 4], Colella [6], or Sod [8, 9, 11]). Define the approximate solution at the next time 
level by 
In this case, 
u7 +' = ve((i + ~n)h, (n + 1)k). 
U n = 5, i-1/2, ~nh < -S (nk)k ,  un+l 
[u7+1/2, ~h > -S (nk)k .  
The presence of the diffusion term in equation (3) places an additional requirement on the time 
step k. This is established in Sod [12] using the random walk solution to the diffusion equation, 
where the condition 
h 2 
k =8-~' (13) 
was obtained. 
3. ERROR EST IMATES 
Consider the scalar equation 
dtv -- ~(t)dxv = vO2v, (14) 
where S(t) is given and v > 0 is a constant. The steady-state equation without the advection term 
becomes d~v = 0, while the homogeneous part of equation (14) is the scalar hyperbolic equation 
~,v -- g(t)~xv = 0. (15) 
The characteristics are curves given by 
x + S(t )  = const. 
If on the time interval nk <. t ~ (n + 1)k, the characteristics through t = nk is replaced by the 
tangent line to the characteristic curve at t = nk then this line is given by 
x + ~(nk)t  = const. 
These lines are characteristics of the locally constant (in time) coefficient equation 
dtv t -~(nk)dxv  t=O, nk <~t <~(n + l)k. 
The solutions v(x, t) to equation (15) and vt(x, t) to equation (17) are related by 
Consider the 
condition 
(16) 
(17) 
or(x, t) = v(x, t) + O(k  ). (18) 
Riemann problem defined by equation (17) and the piecewise constant initial 
ruT_ ~/2, x < ih, 
Vl(X, nk ) 
(u7+il2, x > ih, 
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where uT+ i/2 ~--- vf((i + 1/2)h) and v~(x) is the solution to the two-point boundary-value problem (9). 
Again, since problem (9) implies that v~(x) is a line on the interval [ih,(i+l)h], 
v]((i + l/2)h) = 1/2(u7+, + uT). 
The initial discontinuity propagates along the characteristic equation (16) passing through the 
point (ih, mk). Now choose a uniformly distributed random variable ¢. e ( -  1/2, 1/2). If ¢. lies to 
the left of this characteristic (~.h < -$ (nk)k )  then u7 +1 = uT_ t/2. On the other hand, if ~. lies to 
the right of this characteristic (~.h > -$ (nk)k )  then u7 + i=  u,"+ 1/2. The random variable ~. lies 
to the left of the characteristic with probability ((k/2) - $(nk)k)/h and the random variable ¢. lies 
to the right of the characteristic with probability ((k/2)+ .~(nk)k)/h. 
It follows that 
u7 = vl(ih + ~1, nk) + O(h2), (19) 
where q = ~/(t) is a random variable which depends on t alone (since ~. is chosen once per time 
step). Thus to O(h 2) the computed solution equals the exact solution of equation (17) with a 
random shift independent of x. To see this, 
u'i+ ,/2 = v~((i + 1/2)h), 
= l/2(vt(ih + q, nk) + vt((i + 1)h + t/, nk)), 
= vt(i + 1/2)h + q, nk) + O(h2), 
where we have used the fact that t/is independent of x. Using equation (18) we obtain 
u7 = v(ih + r 1, nk) + O(h 2) + O(k), 
where v is the solution to equation (15). 
After n steps to the displacement of the initial value at a point x is x + r/, 
i=1 
where 7-/are independent, identically distributed random variables with probability distribution 
and 
h 
I ,,,,k 
h 
[ P ~/J= = h 
The expected value and variance of q-/are then 
E[tb] = S(( j  -- l)k)k 
and 
from which we obtain 
n- I  
e[~] = E $( jk )k ,  
j -O 
h 2 
var[~/j] = -~- -- ~((j  -- 1)k)2k 2, 
= f/,~(r) dr + O(k) (using the rectangle quadrature rule), 
= s( t )  - s (o )  + o02), 
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since by equation (13) k = O(h2). Also, 
nh 2 , -  i 
_ _ _  (,¢(jk)k) 2, var[rt] = 4 j.~ 
h2n-I 
= 2vnk - ~vvj ~:-o (~(Jk))2k [using equation (13)], 
= 2vt - ~vv (~:(r)): dr + O (k) , 
= 2vt + O(h2), 
where t = nk. Thus E[q]--*S(t) - S(O) and var[q]~2vt as h-*0 for fixed t and v > 0, provided that 
S(t) is continuous. We see that the standard eviation is x/~-t(l + O(h2/v2)). Thus as h~0 the 
computed solution u7 converges to the exact solution of equation (14). 
4. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Consider the boundary condition (6) 
v(0, t) =0. 
At time t = nk this is denoted by ug = 0. The two-point boundary-value problem (9) on the interval 
[0, h] is solved, using this boundary condition, yielding u]' a. On the interval [h, 2h] the two-point 
boundary-value problem (9) is solved, yielding u~/2. This gives rise to a Riemann problem centered 
at the point h given by equation (7) with initial condition 
. . .  (u•/2, x<h,  
vtx, ntc) = ~u~/2, x > h. 
Consider the boundary condition at the interface x = -S ( t ) ,  equation (5), at time t = nk, 
av( -  S(nk ), nk ) + bOxv(-  S(nk ), nk ) = c. (20) 
Assume I,h <S(nk)<( I ,+  1)h, so that the interface does not lie on a grid point. Let 
uT- denote the approximation to V"r=v( -S (nk) ,nk) .  An additional problem arises since 
h"r = S(nk) -  I ,k  ~ h. In order to construct he two-point boundary-value problem (9) on the 
interval [1,h, (I, + l)h] we need to introduce a false point corresponding to (I, + 1)h and determine 
ul".+ l given u~. 
To this end approximate d.~ by a second-order divided difference 
1Fh - h"r (h - h"rh._.r_ h - h"r "~v . h - h"rh.r ] + r vT. = axvT+ O(h2). (21) 
Replacing vwith u in the left-hand side of equation (21), substituting into equation (20), and solving 
for uT.+l yields 
u , .+,=h .e U"r +\ \h -h" r ]  1 U"r+U,".. (22) 
uT.+~ given by equation (22) provides the right boundary-value for problem (9) on the interval 
[I,h, (1, + 1)h]. The solution to this two-point boundary-value problem sampled at the midpoint 
of the interval gives the right state for the Riemann problem centered at the grid point I,h, which 
upon solving and sampling yields uT. +l 
Suppose b = 0, so that the boundary condition at the interface is of the form 
v( -  S(nk ), nk ) = c. 
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If, using the notation of the above case, h"r <~ h/2 then the midpoint of the interval [I.h, (I~ + 1)h] 
lies to the right of the interface. In this case, the two-point boundary-value problem (9) is not solved 
on the interval [I.h, (I. + l)h) but rather the sampled value uT.+ ~/: is taken to be c. If hT- > h/2 then 
the midpoint of the interval [I.h, (I. + 1)h] lies to the left of the interface, that is, in the interval 
[I.h, S(nk)]. In this case the two-point boundary-value problem (9) is solved over this smaller 
interval [I.h, S(nk)] with left and right boundary values uT. and c, respectively. This solution is 
sampled at (I. + 1/2)h (which is not the midpoint of [l.h, S(nk)] but the midpoint of [I.h, (I. + 1)hi), 
yielding 
ut"+'/2=2\ h"r .]+ut.. 
5. ADVANCING THE INTERFACE S(t)  
To advance the interface we use the two-step Runge-Kutta method, which is O(k2), 
. k S" + t.o = S + -~ F(S") 
S" + i = S" + kF(S" + I.o), 
when using equation (1) 
(23) 
(24) 
f I . ,  if h"<+ t'°h, 
I .+ ,0  = 
' ~I.+1. if h"r+l'°>~h. 
F(S(t)) = - Oxv(O, t). (25) 
At time t = nk, using the forward divided difference, 
F(S(nk)) = - Oxv(O, nk) 
= _ (3vg-4vT  + v~) 
2h J + O(h2)' (26) 
where v7 = v(ih, nk). Using equations (26), we shall denote 
F(S") = _(3u~-2h4U~+ u~). (27) 
The Runge-Kutta method is combined with the random choice method, described in Sections 
2 and 4, for the solution of equations (3)-(6), the result is an iterative method. 
Given uT. u"r, and S", the first step of the Runge-Kutta method (23) is solved for S "+ ~.0 using 
equation (27). This provides an initial guess to S((n + 1)k). The value of u~ +]'°, at S "+~'°, is 
obtained by using the boundary condition (6), where Ox is approximated by the backward ivided 
difference on an unequally spaced grid, 
1 +/t "+t'° - (1  +h "+l'°) vT-+l'°+(1 +h"+t'°)vT.- 1 +h "+t'° i.-i 
= Oxv( -S  "+''°, nk) + O(h2), (28) 
where vT- + l.o = v(_S .+ i.o, nk), h"r + t.o = S.+ l,o _ I.h and h "+ t.o = h/h.r+ i.o. Replacing vwith u in the 
left-hand side of equation (28), substituting into equation (16), and solving the resulting equation 
for u~ + 1.0 
hc-b( l+h"+' . ° ,  " ( 1 ) " ju t .+b l+h "+1"° ut._l 
u~+ t.0 = (29) 
ah+b[ ( l+ l .+ . .o ) - (1  + h"+"°)] 
If h~+"° ~> h then a new grid point must be added between S"+~'° and I.h. Define 
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The value of uT, +~.0 [at the new grid point In+ 1.0 where ln+ 1.0h ~< S n+ ~.0< (In+ ~.0 + l)h] is obtained 
by interpolation. 
Given u7 + ~.m, U~+ ~.,, and S ~+ ~.m, we begin the iteration procedure by solving equations (3)--(6) 
using the random choice method, described in Sections 2 and 4, for nk <<. t <. (n + 1)k. The initial 
condition is u7 + I.m, and S(nk)  and In are replaced by S n+ Lm and In+ J.m, respectively. This results 
in u~ +t'"+t for 0< i <In+l.,,. 
The second step (24) of the Runge-Kutta method is used to obtain S n÷~÷~ 
Sn+ I.~+ l = S n + kF(Sn+ l.m), (24') 
where using equation (27) 
F(Sn+l.m)= (3ug+l'rn--au~+l'm"l"U~ +I'm) 
- 2h  " (27 ' )  
Let h~ + ~"+ ~ = S n+ ~"+ ~ - I.+ ~,.h and h n+ ~"'+ ~ = hiker + ~,m+~ using equation (29) 
1 '~ .+,~÷,  
hc - b(1  + h n+ R.m+ l~,,n+ ~.m+l h~+ l.m+ flut~ +,~-I J"ln÷l.m +b 1 + / (29') 
UT+ l.m + 1 
1 l.m+l)__( 1 hn+t.r~+ oh+ b[(-1 + h. + - ')1 
If hT- + ~"+~ > h then a new grid point must be added between Sn+~"÷~ and In+~..,h. Define 
=~In+l.,,, if h~r+l'~+t <h 
ln+l.,,+j (In+j.m+ 1, if hT- +l'm+l ~>h. 
The value of ut, ÷~.,,+,n+ E.m+~ (at the new grid point) is obtained by interpolation. 
The convergence criteria is 
I sn+ I ,m+ 1 ~ an+ l .m+ I 
(30) 
where E is some suitably chosen tolerance. 
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
As the first of two numerical examples, we consider the Stefan problem (1)-(6) where the 
boundary condition (5) is 
~xv( -S ( t ) ,  t) = -e ' ,  t > O, 
which corresponds to a = 0, b = 1 and c = -e '  (see Furzeland [14]). In the (z, t)-plane the analytic 
solution is 
and 
v(z, t) = e'-" - 1 (31) 
S(t )  = t, (32) 
that is, the trajectory of the interface is a straight line. 
The numerical solution to S(t) ,  for grid spacings h = 0.1 and h = 0.01, and the exact solution 
(32) are presented in Table 1. The convergence tolerance in condition (30) for each value of h was 
E = 0.5 x 10 -5. For h = 0.1 the maximum number of iterations necessary for convergence was 5, 
which for h --- 0.01, then maximum number of iterations necessary for convergence was 2. 
The numerical approximation to v(x, t) for h = 0.1 is presented in Fig. 1. 
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Table 1. Position of interface where the tra- 
jectory is line (32) 
T ime h = 0.1 h = 0.01 
0.1 0.0965 0.1002 
0.2 0.185 0.2001 
0.3 0.294 0.3001 
0.4 0.386 0.4000 
0.5 0.477 0.4999 
0.6 0.614 0.6002 
0.7 0.719 0.7000 
0.8 0.793 0.8002 
0.9 0.920 0.9001 
1.0 0.991 1.000 
In the second numerical example, we consider the Stefan problems (1)-(6) when the boundary 
condition (5) is 
t3xv( -S ( t ) , t )=  - l ,  t>0,  
which corresponds to a = 0, b = 1 and c = -1  (see Douglas and Gallie [15]). 
In the (z, t)-plane the analytic solution is 
v(z, t) = c<(z - S ( t ) )  + fl(z - S(t)) 2, (33) 
where 
and 
1 - -  x~l + 4S(t)  
C¢ 
2s(t) 
1 + 2S(t)  - ~/1 + 4S(t)  
4S2(t) 
and the trajectory of the interface is given by the nonlinear equation 
)S(_.t_____~. (5 + S( t )  + x/1 + 4S(t))  = t. (34) 
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The numerical solution to S(t),  for grid spacings h = 0.1 and h = 0.01, and the exact solution 
(34) are presented in Table 2. The convergence tolerance in condition (30) for each value of h was 
V 
i= 
7' 
Fig. 1. Approximation to v(z, t) for h =0.1, where S(t) is given by equation (32). 
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Table 2. Position of interface where the trajectory is curve (34) 
Time h = 0.1 h = 0.01 Analytic S(T) 
0.25 0.213 0.22699 0.226988 
0.50 0.401 0.42442 0.424504 
0.75 0.605 0.60374 0.603868 
1.00 0.761 0.77035 0.770191 
1.25 0.951 0.92633 0.926420 
1.50 1.06 1.0743 1.074474 
1.75 1.20 1.2157 1.215698 
2.00 1.34 1.3511 1.351083 
2.25 1.49 1.4811 1.481393 
2.50 1.59 1.6072 1.607229 
2.75 1.74 1.7291 1.729076 
3.00 1.85 1.8474 1.847334 
V 
Z 
Fig. 2. Approximation to v(z, t) for h = 0.1, where S(t) is given by equation (34). 
E = 0.5 x 10 -5. For h = 0.1 the maximum number of  iterations necessary for convergence was 6, 
which for h = 0.01, the maximum number of  iterations necessary for convergence was 2. 
The numerical approximation to v(z, t) for h = 0.1 is presented in Fig. 2. 
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